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The cannibal kings of Fiji are gone, but their spirit lives on. Cannibalism in Fiji and the gruesome
"earth ovens" are gone; the kai vavalagi, "the men from over the horizon," changed that, bringing
their own brands of justice tempered by the musket, disease, and dissoluteness.There were
giants in those days, Fijians and Westerners alike. This gripping and unique history of Fiji by
Stanley Brown, a well-known Fiji "old-timer" and historian, is woven around the lives of eleven
Western "giants," Europeans and Americans who had the greatest impact on each epoch. Not
all these Westerners lived to tell the tale.This stirring narrative is replete with hair-raising
accounts of battles and brutality. One incident of supreme savagery was reported by Lockerby, a
famous trader, who reported that more than three hundred fifty old men, women and children
were butchered after a battle: "As the canoes sallied back tot he mainland coast in the evening,
the reddening sky silhouetted the bodies of children hanging from the mastheads." The earth–
ovens were well–fueled that evening.But time and the tides of civilization tame the savage beast,
and today Fiji is busy developing its economy, but the old accounts and stories still ring true.
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Men from Under the Sky(Frontispiece). Cakobau, 1817-82, king of Bau, great Fiji chief, whose
government ceded Fiji to Great Britain in 1874.STANLEY BROWNMen from Under the SkyTHE
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Wilkes's 1840 Triangulation Map of Fiji162-163Foreword by Raymond BurrAS ONE of the latter-
day "men from Vavalagi"—I came to live in Fiji in 1965—my interest in, and admiration for,
Captain Stanley Brown's selective history of this archipelago is of a personal nature: the people,
tradition and terrain of this nearly perfect island, Naitauba (where I may be said, truly, to live), are
threads in the fabric of his narrative, and as such, add to my understanding of and pleasure in
this sovereign nation.But Stanley Brown has written more than just a chronicle of Bligh, Tasman,
adventurers, pirates and men of goodwill who found their several ways to Fiji; he has used this
documentation to discuss problems and phenomena particularly pertinent to our
time.Confrontation between the old and the new, between East and West, the principles of yin
and yang-in short, the strange interlocking interdependence of good and evil-are no more
pertinent to 1872 than to 1972, and it is this universal paradox to which Captain Brown
addresses himself through the medium of the historical episodes of Bligh and Whippy, Cakobau
and Naulivou, indeed, all those influences national and personal, local and foreign, the men of
Fiji and the men from "under the sky."And yet, and this is where Men from Under the Sky



embraces a far wider audience than merely those of us with a preoccupation with history or an
intimate connection with Fiji, Captain Brown has observed an extraordinary thing: perhaps
uniquely in the history of the world, certainly of the South Pacific, Fiji seemingly has absorbed
the advent of other, more massive civilizations, taken what it considered good or productive and-
in the main-retained its own sovereignty of people and place. Surely, an example of graceful and
dignified civilization for the modern problems and quandaries that beset the world today!One
more personal observation: it comes as no surprise to me that such an affirmative and positive
philosophy should come from the pen of Stanley Brown. A sailor whose marlinspike seamanship
is legendary in these waters, he is also historian, archeologist, engineer, naturalist and
indefatigable good friend-both to me and to Fiji.Naitauba, Lau, Fiji Introduction THE ISLANDS of
Fiji today are the acknowledged home of many racial groups. These islands have ever been an
area where the blood of different races has mixed freely. The first of the island inhabitants to be
known to the rest of the world were a mixture of Melanesian and Polynesian stock. The quality of
the mixture was largely determined by the geographical position of a man's home island. In the
highlands of the larger islands was a rugged dark-skinned race of almost pure Melanesian
blood. In the windward islands, and on the coasts of the leeward islands, the people were of
strong Polynesian strain. Elsewhere, there was a blood mixture of these two main groups.Today,
in addition to the indigenous Fijians, there live in the islands the people of Caucasian stock
known in Fiji as "Europeans," Indians of many racial groups, and Rotumans, Chinese, and
representatives of almost all other Pacific island groups. Naturally, all these migrants have
caused many changes in the lives of the Fijian people, and in each other's lives. The coming of
the Polynesians, mainly from Tonga, had been gradual and spread over many centuries. The
other races, except for the indigenous Rotumans, have come to Fiji in the relatively short period
of the 19th and 20th centuries. The Europeans were the first of these new groups, and their
arrival was a sign that the islands had forever lost their immunity to change.
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BHEWE, “Fiji and the Early Europeans. For those who have an interest in the South Pacific and
in particular the Fiji Islands this is an interesting read covering the first Europeans to have
exposure to the then cannnibal Fijians and their Islands. It is written in a very easy to read style
and most entertaining.”

G Melting, “enjoyed. very good book”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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